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Global scientific collaboration is increasing. . .

Collaboration networks between researchers in different cities (built
using Scopus data on papers published between 2008 and 2012)

Source: http://olihb.com/2014/08/11/map-of-scientific-collaboration-redux/
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Global scientific collaboration is increasing. . .

Source: Knowledge, networks and nations.
Global scientific collaboration in the 21st century
The Royal Society - 2011



But collaboration can be frustrating. . .

• Multiple versions of
the same document

• Long email chains
• Formatting!
• Maintaining

references
• Long revision cycles



The more people that get involved. . .



Overleaf helps to relieve some of that. . .



In the Overleaf editor. . .



In the Overleaf editor. . .



In the Overleaf editor. . .





Overleaf scaling up - a view
from Support

— Harriet



Overleaf Scaling Up

2018: Merging two services

... to make a single “best of both worlds” platform



Overleaf Scaling Up

• Greatly shaped by user feedback: ∼ 100 suggestions a month
• Handled by the support team, now 5 enthusiastic LATEX (and

Overleaf) users talking to > 1,500 users a month

• Helping us correct some mistakes along the way
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What’s next?

— John



We’re part of a wider community



We’re working with institutions and organizations



We’re also working with
publishers, journals and

repositories to help
streamline manuscript

submission



Submit directly from Overleaf



Templates linked directly from journal websites. . .



Deeper integrations in some cases. . .





What’s next?

We’re continuing to focus on user needs:

• Making it easier for those just starting out with LaTeX, by
continuing to lower the barriers to entry

• Continuing to bug-fix and improve existing features - the
integration with ShareLaTeX took priority last year; we’re now
focused on improvements and continuing to smooth out any
rough edges

• New features and integrations:
• SSO for institutions
• Better functionality for groups
• Easier to find and use templates

• Your feedback! What would make the most difference to how
you’re using Overleaf?
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Thanks! And do get in touch! :)

John Hammersley
john@overleaf.com

Harriet Walsh
support@overleaf.com

john@overleaf.com
support@overleaf.com

